
Company Introduction
STAR’s Tech ECO-ST1 is an eco-friendly deicer made with predatory starfish, a marine bio-waste. 

Our technology is the result and hardwork of scientists and developers from Seoul National University. Our eco-friendly
product outperforms competitors and other materials used in removing snow, ice or frost from a surface. STAR’s Tech
ECO-ST1 offers the best comprehensive solution of competitive deicers that reduces significant infrastructure and
personal property damage to concrete, metal and plant necrosis while providing outstanding deicing performance.

Main Item Categories
Eco-Friendly De-icer

Distribution network Performance
Gov't, other de-icing wholesalers

Keywords

Product Details

STAR's TECH Co., Ltd.
ECO-ST1

Website

http://starstech.co/

Established Year

2017

Number of Employees

13

Production facility in Korea

Yes

Annual Sales '18

711,296 USD

Export Amount '18

18,600 USD

Export Countries

Japan

Export Certificate

NO

Manufacturing

Living ›
Living Households

http://starstech.co/


 

FOB Price

M.O.Q.

Target Customer

Target Countries

Target Buyer

ECO-ST1(25)
Living › Living Households › Others

Outstanding snow melting performance 
- Our STAR’s Tech ECO-ST1 product is up to 166% more
effective when compared with sodium chlorides
solutions for snow melting performance while providing
a level of maintenance up to 3 times greater than
calcium chlorides.

ZERO corrosion
- Our STAR’s Tech ECO-ST1 boasts a major reduction in
corrosion rate, close to 0%, at 0.8% corrosion, far
exceeding the standard 30% corrosion rate required for
an eco-friendly deicer.

PERFECT-ECO 
- Our deicer with starfish extracts minimizes the
damage to roadside trees and vegetation caused by
chloride ions and reduces corrosion to infrastructure and
personal property.

Solidification solved! Optimally designed for long-term
storage
- With bead-shaped particles covered with a special
coating, our product has solved the problem of
solidification to enable prolonged storage while being
dust-free.

Reuse of starfish, a marine bio-waste
- We make use of starfish, in the most efficient way:
STAR’s Tech develops an eco-friendly deicer utilizing
starfish, a marine predator that causes multiple
environmental problems.

9 USD

40

B2G, B2B, B2C

Canada, U.S.A, Nordic
countries

Wholesalers
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